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Benefits of the Quality Assurance – Programme Accreditation

- Financial documents, plans and records are in place.
- Transparency, policies and guidelines.
- Better planning for the future.
- Staff capacity building.

- QMS, programme and course descriptors are in place.
- Assistance and support from SQA
- Good publicity for the Tesese Institute.
- Equipped to provide quality education
### Challenges in Implementing the Accreditation Process

| Lack of finance and resources. |
| Did not have the required documents: QMS, Business Plan, etc. |
| No knowledge or expertise in preparing required documents. |
| Staff shortage and resignations hindered the accreditation efforts. |
Provider Relationship with SQA

- Excellent communication and cooperation.
- SQA’s support has been invaluable.
- SQA’s assistance has been beneficial and welcomed.
- Visits, guidance and reminders have been constructive/helpful.
- SQA has continued to address the challenges faced for solutions.
- Tesese is committed to continued co-operation with SQA.
Assistance from SQA

- Financial assistance through grants for accred preparations, student support etc.
- Staff training and workshops.
- Visits and meetings with SQA staff.
- Career Days and visits to colleges provided information to prospective students.
- Encouragement for further prog accred.
- Continued sharing of information.
How do you see the QA Process helping the Tesese Institute?

- Student and staff are aware of performance expectations and outcomes.
- Improved standards of education.
- Quality education opportunities for our students.
- Better employment opportunities.
- Efficient and effective graduates.
- Free publicity for the Tesese Institute.
- Motivation for staff and students to work harder/smarter.
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